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The `eply` package provides ways to call `eval(parse(text = ...))` in bulk. The `evals()` function is a vectorized version of `eval(parse(text = ...))`. `eply()` is like `apply(MARGIN = 1)` except that the elements of each row are `eval(parse(text = ...))`ed before being supplied to the function.
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Examples
```r
# Get an example data frame of commands that evaluate to function arguments.
.expr <- example.expr()
.fun <- example.fun
# Get an example collection of functions.
# Get an example list of supporting data. Could be an environment.
.with <- example.with()
# Row-by-row, evaluate the code in .expr and feed the results to the function.
eply(.fun = .fun, .expr = .expr, .with = .with)
evals(x = c("a + 1", "b + 2"), .with = .with)
```
**evals**

Function `evals`

Description

Evaluate a character vector as a bunch of expressions.

Usage

```r
evals(x = NULL, .with = parent.frame(), .simplify = TRUE)
```
Arguments

- `x` character vector of expressions to evaluate
- `.with` list, data frame, or environment with the data accessible to the expressions in `x`
- `.simplify` TRUE to simplify the result and FALSE otherwise

Value

a list or vector of return values of `.fun`.

See Also

eply, help_eply

Examples

```r
# Get an example list of supporting data. Could be an environment.
.with <- example.with()
# Row-by-row, evaluate the code in .expr and feed the results to the function.
evals(x = c("a + 1", "b + 2"), .with = .with)
```

Description

Return example `.expr` argument for `eply`.

Usage

eexample.expr()

Value

Example `.expr` argument to `eply`.

See Also

eply

Examples

```r
#' Get an example `.expr` argument to `eply()`.
#' See the examples of the `eply()` function for usage.
eexample.expr()
```
example.fun

---

example.fun  example.fun

Description

Example .fun argument to `ply).

Usage

eexample.fun(x, y)

Arguments

- x numeric argument
- y nonzero numeric argument

Value

Example .fun argument to `ply).

See Also

eply

Examples

#' Get an example .fun argument to `ply()
#' See the examples of the `ply()` function for usage.
example.fun
eexample.fun(x = c(4, 2), y = c(2, 2))

---

example.with  example.with

Description

Return example .with argument of `ply).

Usage

eexample.with()

Value

example .with argument of `ply
See Also

ply

Examples

' Get an example .with argument to eply() and evals().
' See the examples of the eply() and evals() functions for usage.
example.with()

help_eply Function help_eply

Description

Prints links for tutorials, troubleshooting, bug reports, etc.

Usage

help_eply()

See Also

ply, evals

Examples

help_eply()

quotes Function quotes

Description

Put quotes around each element of a character vector.

Usage

quotes(x = NULL, single = FALSE)

Arguments

x character vector or object to be coerced to character.
single Add single quotes if TRUE and double quotes otherwise.
strings

Value
character vector with quotes around it

See Also
unquote, strings, eply, help_eply

Examples
quotes(letters[1:3])
quotes(letters[1:3], single = TRUE)
quotes(letters[1:3], single = FALSE)

strings                  Function strings

Description
Turn valid expressions into character strings.

Usage
strings(...)  

Arguments
...  unquoted symbols to turn into character strings.

Value
a character vector

See Also
quotes, unquote, eply, help_eply

Examples
strings(a, b, bee)
unquote

Function unquote

Description

Remove leading and trailing escaped quotes from character strings.

Usage

unquote(x = NULL, deep = FALSE)

Arguments

x    character vector

deep remove all outer quotes if TRUE and only the outermost set otherwise. Single and double quotes are treated interchangeably, and matching is not checked.

Value

character vector without leading or trailing escaped quotes around it

See Also

quotes, strings, eply, help_eply

Examples

unquote(c("x", "\"y\"", "\"why\"", "\"z\""))
unquote(c("x", "\"y\"", "\"why\"", "\"z\""), deep = FALSE)
unquote(c("x", "\"y\"", "\"why\"", "\"z\""), deep = TRUE)
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